Are you ready to build YOUR network & grow YOUR net worth?
If you are like many small-business owners, coaches, trainers, workshop leaders and home-based
businesses, you don’t have the time or the budget to conduct large advertising campaigns to try to
reel in new customers, right? However, you need new customers to continue to grow and stay in
business too!
One of the most productive ways to acquire new customers is through paid referrals. Typically,
there's a 10% closing rate for ordinary leads versus a 60% close rate for leads referred to you. Pretty
impressive...don't you think? This is exactly why we created We REFERRED You Business! With
our business model, you will not only receive high-quality referrals you'll also have the opportunity to
get paid for the referrals you give others. The best part is we've built a system to help track all of the
referrals you receive and pay you for the referrals you've given.

Sound interesting? Here's how it works:
When the system launches in September 2016 you will receive a profile page to list your products
and services. You'll also have access to a searchable network of both B2B and B2C partners who
are looking to grow their business and help others grow their business too! In addition you'll receive
commissions based on the referrals you give that result in closed business and commissions for
bringing people into YOUR network.
We're not like other referral networks...
With other networks you have to pay to be in the system for referrals. With We REFERRED You
Business you get paid for bringing companies into the network and you get paid by those companies
for referrals resulting in closed business.

Here are a couple of examples:
You like your roofer XYZ Roofing and they agree to pay you $200 for every referral that they close.
You share XYZ Roofing's information with your friends, family and other vendors and when that
business closes XYZ Roofing sends you a check or pays in a way agreeable to both of you.
Here's another Business2Business example: BBT is a pool company that only does service;
however they refer new construction, plumbing and equipment to other vendors. When they bring
those vendors in the system they receive 50% of the initial set up fee as a commission for growing
their network plus they can begin to make commissions on the referrals that they would make in their
business anyway.
Sounds like a pretty cool system doesn't it?
Right now you have the opportunity to take advantage of our PRE-LAUNCH SPECIAL!
You'll receive your network page set up for a discounted rate of only $90 (50% off $180) and your
first month hosting free (regularly $39 per month)! When the system officially launches, you will
receive 50% of the initial set-up fee for new members (That’s $90 for every person you sign up),
access to a community, tracking system for sharing referrals, business agreements, contracts, and
commissions based on your sales and distribution of your services to the network.
Are you ready to Build YOUR Network and Grow YOUR Net Worth? Let’s start working together!
Click the button below to take advantage of this offer today!
Thank You,
Wilene Dunn
We REFERRED You Business

